Dorset & Wiltshire Fire and Rescue
Service utilises Panasonic rugged solution
for the frontline
Emergency operational capabilities transformed by access to
vital information at the scene
Client - Dorset & Wiltshire Fire and Rescue Service
Location - UK
Challenge
A rugged mobile computing device:
• In the front of cabs to be used as a
Mobile Data Terminal
• In the rear of the vehicles as mobile,
demountable devices to accompany
firefighters when they leave the vehicles

Solution
The Panasonic TOUGHBOOK 33
notebook is a 2-in-1 detachable rugged
device with NetMotion's Mobility,
TOUGHBOOK SmartService Diagnostics
software and Absolute device security.

"The 5-year warranty included
with the Panasonic devices
provides us with peace of
mind. With the rapid return
and repair service we will
always have our devices
deployed and in the hands of
our fire crews when needed."

Daniel Grew, Mobile Data
Technology Manager, at
DWFRS
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Rigorous selection process
The Panasonic devices were chosen after a rigorous selection process. A shortlist of six devices were subjected to two test sessions, with
23 evaluation areas in total. At the end of the process, the Panasonic TOUGHBOOK 33 notebook with its partner's Havis docking station
were the winners. The solution was rolled out over an eight-week period, after design and safety testing. Panasonic partners Lind
Electronics provided the mobile power solutions in the vehicles and Maple carried out the specialist vehicle fitting.
Daniel Grew, Mobile Data Technology Manager, at DWFRS said: "The enhanced functionality and future capability of the devices will allow
DWFRS to expand its mobile technology capabilities. Digital form completion, image capturing and video streaming, Inventory checks,
training tools, incident command, RFID tag capture and mobile office applications are just a sample of the expected future benefits
delivered with these new devices."

"The 5-year warranty included with the Panasonic devices provides us with peace of mind. With the rapid return and repair service we
will always have our devices deployed and in the hands of the fire crews when needed."
Station Manager David Geddes said: "From start to finish the support we have had from Panasonic has been fantastic. Feedback from the

fire crews has already been very positive and we are only just scratching the surface of the capabilities of the Panasonic devices. We are
looking forward to unlocking even more potential as we move forward."
Will Holmes, Emergency Services Corporate Sales Manager for Panasonic TOUGHBOOK, added: "Panasonic TOUGHBOOK notebooks and

tablets are becoming the de facto standard for Fire services across the UK and Ireland. Fire services across the country are currently
using more than 2000 Panasonic rugged devices. It's their portability, optimised connectivity, clear daylight readable displays, rugged
design and Panasonic's ability to design total solutions around the device that are proving to be the winning factors."

Designed to be tested
The Panasonic TOUGHBOOK 33 notebook is a 2-in-1 detachable rugged device with a 12" screen designed for use in all extreme weather
conditions. With hot swappable twin batteries, detachable keyboard, and highly configurable capabilities, the device brings unrivalled
flexibility and performance for emergency services mobile computing.

